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What is Environmental DNA? 



The complex state of ‘eDNA’ =Temporal inference
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Turner et al. 2014 MEE
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Turner et al. 2014 MEE
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Degradation of eDNA as a function of…

Phosphorus cycle
Carbon cycle
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The complex transport of ‘eDNA’ 
= Spatial inference
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Transport of Environmental DNA

Deiner & Altermatt 2014 PLoS One

15-hour minimal transport time
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Relating flow and treating eDNA like FPOM allows 
predicted distance downstream

Ponte et al. 2018 Scientific Reports



Transport of eDNA is a function of….

abiotic biotic
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Lacoursière-Roussel & Deiner 2019 J. Fish Biol.



What if it where possible to….video

“Environmental DNA”
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Schmidt et al. 1991



What if it where possible to….video

“Environmental DNA”
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NGS



What if it where possible to….video

“Environmental DNA”
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Ficetola et al. 2008



How do we sample and sequence it?



Illustration by Natalie Renier and Eric S. Taylor, WHOI Creative





Jarmine et al 2017 Nat Ecol & Evol



Deiner et al. 
2017 Mol. Ecol.





Detection rate of different species in different volumes of water



Uncertainty in detection rate of with different PCR replicates



Deiner et al. 2015 Biol Cons

COI

16S V3-V4
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Deiner et al. 2018 Metabar & Metagen
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Yields might matter!
Don’t remove effect of experiment by normalizing…

Deiner et al. 2018 Metabar & Metagen



What can we learn from it?





dmix: Mixing distance required to achieve full mixing of waste water into the stream 
water  (site-specific; ranging between approx. 50 to 500 m).

local community

dmix

US2 US1

DS

= dmix

= dmix

?Hypothesis

• Bacterial community 
@ DS is hydraulic 
mixture of US and 
EF  



Unweighted UniFrac dissimilarity
(considering identity and phylogentic
relatedness)

Using phyloseq:



Using DESeq2: 
tested for 
differential ESV 
abundance 



Using SourceTracker and hydrological equation to predict downstream mixing: 



Using SeqENV (text mining pipeline):



• Mixing between the stream and the 
wastewater effluent predicted downstream 
community composition for most taxa

• 14 sites showed greater than 50 % of the 
bacteria taxa were from the wastewater

• Decreases in phototrophic taxa could not be 
explained by mixing alone

• Human-gut related bacteria are indicators of 
natural streams impacted by wastewater 
effluent

• Functional effects of these community shifts 
need further investigation

Microbial community shifts in streams receiving treated wastewater effluent 



What is Environmental DNA? 
• A molecule in some state (cell, particle bound, etc.) in the 

environment

How do we sample and sequence it? 
• Purify DNA from soil, water air, 
• methods are as diverse as your sample and they all have trade-

offs! Try to understand and mitigate for these through good study 
design

What can we learn from it?
• Has and will continue to fundamentally change how we study the 

biosphere


